open-loop error system. In Section 5 a quite simple force/posture model-free decentralized control structure is proposed, which guarantees robust tracking of time-varying contact force and posture, without any knowledge of SRA dynamics, which manage redundancy to introduce primary and secondary tasks. Closed-loop stability properties are obtained in the sense of Lyapunov and Variable Structure Systems arguments deliver second order sliding modes to obtain very fast tracking, while satisfying both tasks. A representative set of simulations for a 12 DoF SRA system are presented and discussed in Section 6. Some remarks are presented in Section 7, and final conclusions are given in Section 8.
The motion control problem of redundant constrained SRA
Controlling redundant constrained SRA subject to holonomic constraints requires the latest scientific knowledge and technological achievements for AUV and RA, from a simple torpedo to modern AUV and RA subject to hydrodynamic forces. Those vehicles pose at the same time tantamount scientific and technological challenges in robotics, control, manmachine interfaces, submarine telecommunications and mechatronics. This kind of SRA systems provide dexterity to a level yet unknown in AUV, which some day could superpose the limited capabilities of deep water divers, where bulky equipment is required to survive, thus less dexterity is exhibited at this waters by human divers. Despite these evident benefits, little study has been published on the automatic control of this systems. So far, must of the contributions point out on how to provide an acceptable level of (perhaps autonomous or automatic) navigation capabilities of the main body of the AUV, without compromising security, rather than in the manipulation capabilities of its tools, perhaps a RA with few DoF. Therefore, we bring the attention of a new breed of AUV whose main task is manipulation, perhaps with more than one robot arm, where the underlined issue is that the main body, the AUV, is considered as a free-floating fully actuated base. Notice that a common assumptions on this problem is that AUV is several times heavier than the RA so as to provide inertial decoupling between the AUV and the robot arm. For this case, the control system is designed so as to controlling independently the base and the arm, while a coupling endogenous disturbance is presented. In this case, we have n trusters to drive the AUV and m actuators to drive the SRA. However, with lighter materials and batteries and powerful trusters, this assumption may fail, since the mass and inertial might be quite similar and singular perturbation theory hardly applies anymore. As a consequence, technological improvements bring coupling and thus more elaborated control schemes are required to deal with the whole nonlinear highly coupled dynamics, from the base AUV to the end-effector RA, as one integrated free-floating constrained system. Kirchhoff formulation and its equivalence in Euler-Lagrange formalisms shows passivity and nice energetic properties, and although it seems plausible that several passivity-based techniques could be extended to the realm of SRA, few publications address this problem in comparison to the wide variety of available passivity-based techniques for fixed-based RA. Automatic unconstrained motion control problem of SRA, though formally studied during the last two decades, is still in its infancy basically due to the fact that the full nonlinear model is quite complex, besides that the estimation of physical parameters are really difficult to obtain, so model-based controllers are difficult to implement. This is one reason why human operators are still the preferred controllers at risky missions. Since the model is hardly available, soft-computing techniques may be an option to approximate the inverse dynamics and implement controllers with implicit knowledge of the full system, however, no formal publications are known by the authors in this area for the full nonlinear model with formal stability results. When the task is to achieve contact between the end-effector and a rigid object clamped on the sea floor or in a submarine structure, contact wrenches are propagated all over the RA and along the AUV through its rigid structure. Powerful and quick trusters are required to establishing, maintain and achieve stable contact, and finally to exert forces while moving along the surface of the object. This is known as the constrained SRA problem.
The constrained SRA problem
Stable contact for SRA is a more complex problem in comparison to the typical force/position control problem of robot manipulators fixed to ground in our laboratory because not only complementary complex dynamics are presented in SRA, such as buoyancy and added masses, as well as complex hydrodynamic effects, but to the fact that the vehicle reference frame is not longer inertial, see (Schjølberg & Fossenl; E. Olguín Díaz), thus there is not a fixed reaction point to react to. Thus, in this case, the truster of the AUV must react accordingly to hold still or accommodate these forces while still achieving simultaneously tracking not only for the UAV but also for the RA. However, more interesting submarine tasks involves the more challenging problem of establishing stable contact while moving along the contact surface, like pushing itself against a wall or polishing a sunken surface vessel surface or manipulating tools on submarine pipe lines. In all these cases, contact forces are presented, and little is known about the structural properties of these contact forces, let alone exploit them either for design or control. This problem leads us to study the simultaneous force and pose (position and orientation) control of free-floating SRA under realistic conditions. By realistic we mean that the full nonlinear coupled dynamics are considered subject to holonomic constrains. In the sequel, we assume that the dynamical model, and its parameters, are hardly known in practice, though the the full state is available as well as the geometric description of the contact surface or object. There are two main general reasons that help us to explain why that force/posture problem remains rather an open problem. One reason is that we really know little about how to exploit its apparent generously well-behaved and slow dynamics. On one hand, how to model and control properly a fully immersed vehicle with a RA constrained by rigid object is an open issue in terms of exploitation of its passivity properties, when the model is subject to holonomic constrains. The second reason is rather technological and economical. On one hand, present day commercial submarine force control technology lies behind today system requirements, such as very fast sampling and uniform rates of sensors and actuators, as well as low power consumption, even when the bandwidth of the submarine robot is very low. Despite brilliant -for the simplicity of this complex problem-control schemes for free motion submarine robots published in the past few years, in particular those of (Yoerger & Slotine; Smallwood & Whitcomb 2001; Smallwood & Whitcomb 2004) does not formally guarantee convergence of tracking errors, let alone simultaneous convergence of posture and contac force tracking errors. There are several results that suggest empirically that a simple PD control structure behaves as stiffness control for submarine robots to produce acceptable low performance contact tasks. However, for more precise and fast tasks, the fast simultaneous convergence of timevarying contact forces and posture remains an open problem. Since SRA dynamics are very hard to known exactly in practice, the dynamic model and its dynamic parameters should be considered uncertain, or at least parametrically unknown. Recently, some efforts have focused on how to obtain simple control structures to control the time-varying pose of the AUV under the assumption that the relative velocities are low (Smallwood & Whitcomb 2004; Perrier & Canudas de Wit) . For force control of SRA, when dynamics are unknown, virtually none complete and formal control system is known. We believe that to obtain better performance in contact tasks a better understanding of the structural properties of submarine robots in stable contact to rigid objects are required. To this end, we assume that the rigid body dynamics of SRA is subject the now well-known holonomic constraints and thus we can extend some schemes to the case of SRA. Notice that during rigid contact the system exhibits similar structural properties of fixed-base constrained robots, under the full formulation of the Kirchhoff dynamics. Thus, in this paper we have chosen the Orthogonalization Principle (Parra-Vega & Arimoto) to extend from fix base to free-floating base to redundant SRA to propose a simple, yet high performance, controller with advanced tracking stability properties.
The constrained redundant SRA problem
When the SRA is redundant, there is some degrees of freedom available that can be used to satisfy a secondary task, being the primary task convergence of tracking errors. For instance, the AUV could be relocated dynamically all over the time at the pose of minimum power consumption such that the RA carries out the main task with greater manipulability index or avoiding joint limits or avoiding obstacles or with less energy consumption or keeping the AUV in a still position while the RA moves around. If we could pursue primary and secondary tasks fulfillment, then some sort of Cost Index should be penalized, similar to the case of free motion grounded robots. That is, the cost function may constraint the motion of the SRA's base within an envelope to achieve better manipulability index or to minimize control effort/energy without compromising maneuverability, while tracking desired force/posture trajectories. In any case, besides the simultaneous tracking control problem of position and force, for redundant SRA, an optimal control problem is involved, which could be treated at the kinematic or dynamic level to take full advantage of the capability to carry out simultaneously a primary and secondary task. In this way, a certain degree of dexterity can be introduced when solving online the redundancy of the SRA.
The full nonlinear coupled model of the SRA
For completness, the AUV dynamic model is presented firstly, including under contact. That is a six DOF AUV is derived, including contact wrench. Then, the RA is attached to the AUV to build the SRA and the full expresions are presented.
The AUV model
The model of a submarine can be obtained with the momentum conservation theory and Newton's second law for rigid objects in free space via the Kirchhoff formulation (Fossen) , the inclusion of hydrodynamic effects such as added mass, friction and buoyancy and the account of external forces/torques like contact effects (Olguín Díaz). The model is then expressed by the next set of equations:
From this set, (1) is called the dynamic equation while (2) is called the kinematic equation.
The generalized coordinates vector q v ∈ ℜ 6 is given on one hand by the 3D Cartesian position
T of the origin of the submarine frame (Σ v ) with respect to a inertial frame (Σ 0 ), and on the other hand by any set of attitude parameters that represent the rotation of the vehicle's frame with respect to the inertial one. Most common sets of attitude representation such a Euler angles, in particular roll-pitch-yaw (φ, , ψ), use only 3 variables (which is the minimal number of orientation variables). Then, for a submarine, the generalized coordinates represents its 6 degrees of freedom:
where
T stands for the attitude parameter vector.
The vehicle velocity ν v ∈ ℜ 6 is the velocity wrench (vector representing both linear and angular velocity) of the submarine in the vehicle's frame. This vector is then defined as
The relationship between this vector and the generalized coordinates is given by the kinematic equation. The linear operator J v (q) ∈ℜ 6 × 6 in (2), is built by the concatenation of two transformations. The first is J q (q v ) ∈ℜ 6 × 6 which converts time derivatives of generalized coordinates to velocity wrench in the inertial frame. This operator is necessary because the angular velocity of a body (ω) is not given by the time derivative of its angular parameters ( ≠ ω). However, there is always a transformation operator given by the very specific type of chosen orientation parameters:
Then the operator J q (q v ) is defined as:
The second operator is www.intechopen.com (ϑ v ) ∈ SO 3 is the rotation matrix of the vehicle. Thus, the linear operator is defined as A detailed discussion on the terms of (1) can be found in (Olguín Díaz & Parra-Vega).
In the dynamic equation (1) frame. They represent respectively: gravity, input control and the contact force. Gravity vector includes buoyancy effects and it does not depend on velocity but on the orientation (attitude) of the submarine with respect to the inertial frame. The contact force wrench is the one applied by the environment to the submarine. The input control are the forces/torques induced by the submarine thrusters in the vehicle frame.
The disturbance v (ν, ζ(t) , ζ (t))of the surrounding fluid depends mainly in the incidence velocity, i.e. the relative velocity of the vehicle velocity and the fluid velocity. The last is a non-autonomous function, but an external perturbation. This disturbance has the property of (7) That is that all the disturbances are null when the fluid velocity and acceleration are null. The dynamic model (1)- (2) can be rearranged by replacing (2) and its time derivative into (1). The result is one single equation model:
which, whenever has the form of any Lagrangian system. Its components fulfills all properties of such systems i.e. definite positiveness of inertia and damping matrices, skew symmetry of Coriolis matrix and appropriate bound of all components (Sagatun & Fossen) . The control input in this equation is obtained by a linear transformation of the real input using the linear operator given by the kinematic equation:
The contact effect is also obtained by the same transformation. However it can be expressed directly from the contact wrench in the inertial frame (Σ 0 ) by the relationship (10) where the contact force
F is the one expressed in the inertial frame. By simplicity it will be noted as F c from this point further. The relationship with the one expressed in the vehicle's frame is given by This wrench represents the contact forces/torques exerted by the environment to the submarine as if measured in a non moving frame. These forces/torques are given by the normal force of an holonomic constraint when in contact and the friction due to the same contact. For simplicity in this work, tangential friction is not considered. The equivalent of the disturbance is obtained also with the linear operator given as: (11) 3.2 Contact force due to an holonomic constraint A holonomic constraint (or infinitely rigid contact object) can be expressed as a function of the generalized coordinates of the submarine as (12) with φ(q v ) ∈ℜ r , where r stands for the number of independent contact points between the SRA and the motionless rigid object. Equation (12) means that stable contact appears while the SRA submarine does not deattach from the object φ(q v ) = 0. Evidently all time derivatives of (12) are zero, which for r = 1 (13) where is the constraint jacobian. Last equation means that velocities of the submarine in the directions of constraint jacobian are restricted to be zero. This directions are then normal to the constraint surface φ(q v ) at the contact point. As a consequence, the normal component of the contact force has exactly the same direction as those defined by J φ (q v ), consequently, the contact force wrench can be expressed as (14) www.intechopen.com where is a normalized version of the constraint jacobian; λ∈ℜ r is the magnitude of the normal contact force at the origin of vehicle frame: λ = c F . The free moving model expressed by (1)-(2), when no fluid disturbance and in contact with the holonomic constraint can be rewritten as:
where Equivalently, the model (8) is also expressed as (18) (19) with Equations (18)- (19) are a set of Differential Algebraic Equations index 2 (DAE-2). To solve them numerically, a DAE solver is required. This last representation has the same structure and properties as those reported in (Parra-Vega).
The robot arm
This section formulates the problem of a manipulator having free mobility on its base. That means, when the base of the robot arm is no longer inertial and thus does not fulfils Newton's laws unless all its dynamic is at new, expressed in a inertial frame. In order to include the movent of the base of the robot arm, it is necessary to introduce some extra elements which do not appear in the classical fixed-base model. For this case, the free moving base, the inertial frame shall be chosen in the same way it is chosen for the vehicle's: at some point attached to the earth. It is evident that this two references can be identical for the fixed base case, but should certainly be different for the free moving base case. Lets use the inertial reference Σ 0 used for the submarine and define as Σ b the base frame of the arm when its base is no moving, known as the fixed-base condition. v ∈ SO 3 represents the orientation that the arm is attached to the vehicle. With the reasonable assumption that the vehicle is a rigid body, and that the assembling is as well, this transformation is constant. The forward kinematics of the free-base robot arm is given by the concatenation of the proper homogeneous transformations. For instance, the forward kinematic of the endeffector x e is given by:
where H e b (q m ) stands for the homogeneous transformation of the manipulator , and q m are the generalized coordinates of the arm chain, both under the fixed-base conditions. From here on, it is evident that the generalized coordinates for the free-base manipulator shall be extended to include the vehicle configuration as (22) An acceptable interpretation is that the vehicle is an extra link in the manipulator's chain that has a six degree-of-freedom articulation. The forward kinematics of the end-effector are given by: (23) (24) where is the forward kinematic equation on the the fixed-base condition, and is the position vector of the end-effector from the origin of the vehicle's frame, expressed in that same frame Σ v . From eqs. (23)- (24) the linear inertial velocity of the end-effector is:
The linear velocity is the fixed-based condition's linear velocity of the end-effector and can be calculated via the linear velocity jacobian:
Then last relationship can also be expressed as (26) www.intechopen.com
The angular velocity of the end-effector is the sum of the vehicle's angular velocity ω v plus the relative angular velocity of the end-effector respect to the base ω e/b expressed in the inertial frame. Then, the angular velocity of the end-effector is: (27) where is the angular velocity jacobian for the fixed-base condition. By replacing equation (4) in equations (26) and (27), the end-effector velocity wrench can be written as a function of the extended generalized coordinates and its time derivative as: (28) Last equation can also be written in block matrices in the next way:
where the vehicle Jacobian J v ∈ℜ 6 × 6 is defined as:
and the manipulator Jacobian J m ∈ℜ 6 × n is defined as: The dynamics of the free base manipulator can be obtained using the expressions of the kinetic and potential energy of any mass, and using expressions (23) and (29). Because the www.intechopen.com generalized coordinates vector has a 6 + n dimension, there must be an inertia matrix H (q) of the size (6 + n) × (6 + n) and the vector of generalized forces should also have a 6 + n dimension. The kinetic energy of a free-base manipulator is given by: (35) (36) where the body 0 is the base, that has no movement in the fixed-base conditions. The linear velocity d ci and ω i are given by equations (26) and (27), respectively, but calculating the distance to the center of mass of the corresponding link. The resulting solution for this extended inertia matrix can be written as follows: (37) which by definition is symmetric and definite positive. gravitational vector of the manipulator and its influence over the vehicle's coordinates and includes the restoring forces due to the floatability of each link, τ q is the generalized coordinates force vector, and τ hydro are the generalized forces due to the hydrodynamic effects. This last term is somehow complicated to determine. However, a good approximation is to compute these forces over each link and to translated them to the generalized coordinates, using the virtual work principle (Spong & Vidyasagar) , by means of the Mobile Manipulator Jacobian ( 
The submarine AUV+Robot Arm=SRA
The interaction between the models of the vehicle and the free-base manipulator are forcestorques at the attaching point. So if the original assumption where this attachment is rigid, i.e. it does not nave elastic deformation behaviour, this force wrench shall appeared in both models with opposite direction (due to Newton's 3rd law). On one hand, this interaction wrench is given in the vehicle dynamics as an external perturbation wrench. This can be seen in the dynamic equation (8) as follows: (46) where is the non-linear vector term and arm is the perturbation produced by the manipulators movements interaction.
www.intechopen.com
On the other hand, the interaction between the vehicle and the arm, seen from the manipulator is the component m/v on either model (43) or (44). By Newton's 3 rd law it can be seen that the force wrench m/v on the manipulator model is the same but with opposite direction of the perturbation arm on the vehicle's model. (47) Then by using last equality, a single expression for both model (44) and (46) is found to be:
Then equations (45) and (48) can be represented by a single whole-system differential equation in a compact form by a coupled pair of differential equations: (49) where the nonlinear terms can also be written in a compact form as and the overall terms are given by the next set of relationships As well as inthe case of the AUV alone, whenever ζ(t) = ζ (t) = 0, then )(·) = 0,and the dynamic equation (49) has the form of a Lagrangian system. Thus, its components fulfills all properties of such systems i.e. definite positiveness of inertia and damping matrices, skew symmetry of Coriolis matrix and appropriate bound of all components.
SRA in contact
When the end-effector of the SRA gets in contact with the environment, external forces and torques appear in the dynamics that was not taken into account when the dynamics www.intechopen.com equations was obtained. Let express the force wrench due to contact forces and torques at the end-effector. From the virtual work principle, this contact force F e will modify the dynamics of the system through the transpose of the MobileManipulator-Jacobian given by equation (34) as (56) Which means that the contact forces are translated to the vehicle coordinates by the vehicle's Jacobian and to the joints by the manipulator's Jacobian. Then equation (49) is modified by adding c as an external force to the righthand side yielding to (57) In this work, this contact force is also modelled in the same manner as treated in section 3.2, as (58) Where the J φ (q)=J φ+ (q)J(q) is the jacobian of the holonomic restriction and λ is the magnitude of the contact force.
Open-loop error equation
The introduction of a so called Orthogonalization Principle has been a key in solving, in a wide sense, the force control problem of a robot manipulators with fix base. This physicalbased principle states that the orthogonal projection of contact torques and joint generalized velocities are complementary, and thus its dot product is zero, carrying no power and no work is done. Relying on this fundamental observation, passivity arises from torque input to generalized velocities, in open-loop. To preserve passivity in closed-loop, then, the closedloop system must satisfy the passivity inequality for a given error velocity function. This is true for robot manipulators with fixed frame, and here we extend this approach for robots whose reference frame is not inertial, like SRA. Additionally, we present here the developments that this holds true also for redundant SRA.
Orthogonalization principle and linear parametrization
Similar to (Liu et al.) , the orthogonal projection of J φ (q), which arises onto the tangent space at the contact point, is given by the following operator
where I 6+n ∈ℜ (6+n)x(6+n) is the identity matrix and , which always exists since rank{J φ (q)} = r. Notice that { } () ( 6 ) rank Q q n r = +− and Q= , then Q(q)
Therefore, according to the Orthogonalization Principle, the integral of (, q ) is upper bounded by −H(t 0 ), for H(t) = K + P whenever because www.intechopen.com
Then passivity arise for the full constrained SRA, under no fluid disturbances. This conclusion gives a very useful and promising theoretical framework, similar to the approach of passivity-based control for fix-base robot arms. On the other hand, it is known that the dynamic equation (49) with no fluid perturbation can be linearly parameterized as follows (60) where the regressor is composed of known nonlinear functions and Θ∈ℜ p by p unknown but constant parameters. This is useful to obtain the fundamental change of coordinates of the SRA into the controlled error system, the system expressed in error coordinates, wherein we want to control the system in the trivial equilibria. , then its inverse does not exists, then to obtain the inverse mapping of (63), we use the pseudoinverse of Penrouse to get (64) where matrix stands for the orthogonal projection of J(q) and spans the 6 + n − m kernel of J(q), that is J(q) and Q k are orthogonal complements and its dot product is zero. Now, let consider that Q k maps any arbitrary vector v ∈ℜ (6+n) into the null space of J(q). Consider, let (65) www.intechopen.com be a vector which belongs to the null space of J(q). This vector yields (66) which means that (64) can be written as (67) That is, given m values of X, we can complete the remaining 6 + n -m values of q ∈ℜ 6+n by designing z under a given criteria.
Change of coordinates

Orthogonal nominal reference
Since q = Q q , and considering the decomposition (67) to design the extended error s = q − q r ≡ Q q − q r , and aiming at preserving passivity in closed loop, it is natural to consider a structure for q r similar to q , that is the nominal reference q r at the velocity level takes de following form (68) with ( (77) www.intechopen.com for  > 0, > 0. Finally, the reference for z , that is z r introduces a reconfigurable error, such that tracking errors in the null space will also converge to its desired value and full control on the redundancy is introduced. To this end, consider (78) where z r fulfills Q k z r = z r in such a way that (79) (80) (81) (82) for positive definite feedback gains To complete the definitions, consider (83) where stands for the gradient of a given cost function Ω to be optimized. According to this cost function, the redundant degrees of freedom of the full open kinematic chain tracks z d and z d , as it will be proved in the following, where (84) for without loss of generality it is assumed that z d (t 0 ) = q(t 0 ). Finally, owing to the fact that and that s r = q − q r , we obtain then (85) (86) where s vp , s vF , and s vz respectively, are given by (73), (77) 
Model-free second order sliding mode controller
Consider the following nominal continuous control law: (87) www.intechopen.com with (6+n)x(6+n) . This nominal control, designed in the qspace can be mapped to the original coordinates of the vehicle model, expressed by the set (1)-(2), using the next relationship Thus, the physical controller in the vehicle u v is implemented in terms of a key inverse mapping J -T v .
Closed-loop system
The open loop system (62) under the continuous model-free second order sliding mode control (87) yields to (88) where is useful for the passivity analysis.
Stability analysis
Theorem Consider a constrained SRA (57) 
This result stands for local stability of s provided that the state is near the desired trajectories for any initial condition. This boundedness in the L ∞ sense, leads to the existence of the constants ε 3 > 0, ε 4 > 0 and ε 5 > 0 such that (92) www.intechopen.com
An sketch of the local convergence of s vp is as follows 1 . Boundedness of s means boundedness of the projected vectors then if we multiply them we get zero, then we can analyze independently each projected vector. Locally, in the n − r dimensional image of Q, we have that Consider now that under an abuse of notation that such that for small initial conditions, if we multiply the derivative of s vp in (73) by we obtain (95) which have used (92), and γ 1 > ε 3 , to guarantee the existence of a sliding mode at s qp (t) = 0 at time and according to the definition of s qp (72), s qp (t 0 ) = 0, which simply means that s qp (t) = 0 for all time. Similar than for s vp , if we multiply the derivative of s vz in (79) by s
T qz
, we obtain (96) which have used (93), and γ z > ε 4 , to guarantee the existence of a sliding mode at s qz (t) = 0 at time and according to the definition of s qz in (79)- (82), s qz (t 0 ) = 0, which simply means that s qz (t) = 0 for all time. Finally, we see that if we multiply the derivative of (77) by s T vf , we obtain (97) which have used (94), and γ 2 > ε 5 , to guarantee the existence of a sliding mode at s qp (t) = 0 at time and,according to (77), s qF (t 0 ) = 0, which simply means that s qf (t) = 0 for all time, which simply implies that λ→λ d exponentially fast.
Simulation results
Simulations has been made on a simplified and idealized platform of a 6 dof submarine with a mass of 100 kg, where the floatability point it is assumed to be in the geometrical centre of the vehicle. It is also assumed that the vehicle has neutral floatability i.e. the buoyancy forces equals the gravity ones. The submarine vehicle was modeled as a regular cube, so its principal moments of inertia are represented by a constant diagonal matrix. In order to get a simple but reliant dynamic model, we considered the base of the robot arm to be in the geometrical center of the vehicle. This robot arm was based on the 6 DoF Mitsubishi PA-10 with a mass of 30 kg. We also assumed that the spherical wrist only contributes in orientation, that is, the last link has length zero. The robot arm principal moments of inertia are as well assumed to be diagonal matrices. Now even when our simulator is simple, it contains most of the coupled dynamics from the vehicle and the robot arm, which still makes the control problem quite a challenge. Simulations were realized using the simulation software 20Sim 4.0, on a 64-bit Windows Vista computer with 4 GB RAM memory at 2.1 GHz Dual-Core processor. Simulator presents tridimensional results (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw), so the generalized coordinates for the vehicle is given by: (98) which represents the cartesian position and orientation of the vehicle. The generalized coordinate for the robot arm is given by: (99) which represents the manipulator joint positions. The generalized coordinates for the SRA system is composed by the vehicle and robot arm generalized coordinates, and is given by:
The holonomic constraint is given by a vertical surface located at 1 meter from the origin, who's expression is (101) It is assumed that the SRA end-effector remains in contact with the environment for all the time. In order to satisfy the constraint equation, the initial conditions were chosen as: (102) (103) which leads to the following end-effector initial pose: (104) Now, the desired end effector position and orientation trajectory task are defined as: (105) (106) On the other hand, the desired force profile applied by the SRA end effector on the contact surface (holonomic constraint) is represented by: (107) www.intechopen.com
The model-free control parameters are as follows:
And the force scalar gains were defined as = 2, γ 2 = 10 − 1 .
Numerical considerations
To compute the value of λ, the constrained Lagrangian that fulfils the constrained movement, can be calculated using the second derivative of the holonomic restriction: φ (q) = 0. Then, by using the dynamic equation (49) and after some algebra its expression becomes either:
The set of eqns. (49)- (108) describes the constrained motion of the SRA when in contact to infinitely rigid surface described by (12). Numerical solutions of these sets can be obtained by simulation, however the numerical solution, using a DAE solver, can take too much effort to converge due to the fact that these sets of equation represent a highly stiff system. In order to minimize this numerical drawback, the holonomic constraint has been treated as a numerically compliant surface which dynamic is represented by (109) This is known in the force control literature of robot manipulators as constrained stabilization method, which bounds the nonlinear numerical error of integration of the backward integration differentiation formula. With a appropriate choice of parameters P and D, the solution of φ(, t) → 0 is bounded. This dynamic is chosen to be fast enough to allow the numerical method to work properly. In this way, it is allowed very small deviation on the computation of λ, typically in the order of −10 6 or less, which may produce, according to some experimental comparison, less than 0.001% numerical error. Then, the value of the normal contact force magnitude becomes: (110) Figure 1 . Holonomic constraint using the constraint stabilizer Figure 2 shows the end-effector's cartesian position. It is important to remark that the endeffector x = 1 position, correspond to the holonomic constraint, which is asumued to be satisfied for all the time, that because of the infinitely rigid object assumption given in in (12). On the other hand, the y, z positions are the desired end effector trajectories over the contact surface. Note that all the end effector positions are given in the inertial frame. On Figure 3 we find the end-effector orientation angles, which were defined as the rollpitch-yaw angles around the x-y-z axis of the inertial frame. It can be seen that orientation tracks a desired orientation with all angles at at constant values of 0 for the roll and yaw angles, and 3π/4 for the pitch angle. Given the parameters used to describe the end-effector orientation, Figure 5 shows the time derivative of these orientation parameters, which in the strictly mathematical sense, are different form the end-effector angular velocity. In this figure, we can see that the orientation derivative, after a small transient finally establish at zero radians, that is, the end effector orientation will remain in the same position for all the time. Now, let us define X as the 6 dof end-effector pose (position and orientation) vector, and X = X − X d as the pose error vector. Figure 6 shows the Euclidean norm of the end effector www.intechopen.com pose error ( X ) and the norm of the end effector analytic velocity error ( X ), which must not be confused with the geometric velocity error. In this figure, it is very clear that the error manifold are nearly zero, because of the controller inner properties. Similarly as with the position, we defined a force task which must be accomplished by the end effector when moving around the contact surface. This task is independent from the position one, in other words, we can control both position and force simultaneous and independently. Figure 7 presents the end-effector force tracking trajectory (λ), where a periodic signal mounted on an offset of 100 N is shown. Additionally, Figure 7 shows on the right upper frame, a zoom of how the contact force, tracks the desired force profile. On the right lower frame, we can see the norm of the contact force error which is defined as λ = λ− λ d . This error shows how fast the controller makes the contact force to track, with very little error, the desired contact force trajectory. In relation with the control signals, Figure 8 shows the x-y-z linear forces applied to the vehicle. On this set of figures we can observe that no linear forces present chattering. This www.intechopen.com characteristic is very representative of the second order sliding mode controllers. Note that the biggest control signal belongs to the x linear force, this because of the shared contribution of the vehicle and the manipulator to achieved the contact force on the holonomic constraint, positioned along the x axis. The vehicle torque control inputs can be seen in Figure 9 , where, just as in the linear force case, no chattering is present on the signals. In this figure, we can see that x and z torque inputs are nearly cero, contrary to the y torque input, whose value oscillates around -30 Nm. due to the torque created by the distance of the contact point to the vehicle's origin. Likewise, Figure 10 shows the torques ( i ) applied to the robot arm joints, where torque inputs 4 , 5 , 6 are nearly cero, this is because these three joints only contribute on the end effector orientation in other words, the final link connected to them has length zero. Note that joint torque 2 are the one that mostly contribute to the end effector contact force. Now, Figures 11-14 show the generalized coordinates sliding surfaces, that is, the vehicle and manipulator generalized coordinates surfaces. On these figures it can been shown that the error manifolds converge to a stable bounded neighborhood centered in the origin. We know that even when actual modern actuators have been growing really fast in past few year, it is still imposible to implement a signum function on them, that is the main reason why a saturation function is preferred. With the use of this saturation function we may no get ideal results, instead we get this convergence region where error stabilize. On the other hand, Figure 15 shows the force error manifold, on which can be seen that the force error converge to a stable bounded neighborhood centered in the origin. It is very clear that this force manifold is the strongest one on the controller. In consequence of the highly redundancy of the submarine robot arm (12 dof) working in normal operational conditions (6 dof), some degrees of freedom can be used to perform an additional task like minimize energy consumption, maximize dexterity, maximize the www.intechopen.com distance to the mechanical limits, etc. These additional tasks can be made by projecting a vector into the null space of the jacobian matrix. Using the very know result of the gradient descendent, we can locally optimize a performance criteria like the ones already mentioned. Simulations results are presented using the distance to the mechanical limits as the performance criteria, this criteria is given by:
Model free position-force tracking control
where q iM (q im ) represents the maximum (minimum) limit for the generalized coordinate q i , and q i is the medium point for a coordinate range. Figure 16 shows the performance criteria locally optimized for the required position-force trajectory, where curve lower minima represents a local optimal configuration. 
Remarks
There are several discussions that arise in such a complex system. In particular the dynamic model deserves further discussions related to its structural properties. Also, the simple control structure highlights its simplicity in contrast to the complex dynamics. Friction at the contact point is another issue we did not include. Finally redundancy is an additional structural degree of freedom which could be used to successfully tackle security issues too. Properties of the Dynamics As it was pointed out in section 3, the model of a submarine robot can be expressed in either a self space where the inertia matrix is constant for some conditions that in practice are not difficult to met or in a generalized coordinate space in which the inertial matrix is no longer constant but the model is expressed by only one www.intechopen.com equation likewise the kinematic lagrangian chains. Both representations preserves the all well-known properties of lagrangian systems such skew symmetry for the Coriolis/Inertia matrix, boundedness of all the components and passivity preserved properties for the hydrodynamics added effects, including buoyancy. Properties of the Kinematics In this way, the kinematic equation gives rise to an equivalence of these representations. The latter is a linear operator that maps generalized coordinates time derivative with a generalized physical velocity. This relationship is specially important due to the fact that time derivative of angular representations (such a roll-pitch-yaw) is not the angular velocity, however there is always a correspondence between these vectors. For external forces this mapping is indeed important. It relates a physical force/torque wrench to the generalized coordinates q = (x v , y v , z v , φ v , θ v , ψ v ) whose last 3 components does not represent a unique physical space. In this work such mapping is given by J v and appears in the contact force mapping by the either the mobile manipulator Jacobian J(q) or the holonomic restriction Jacobian J φ . The Controller Although a PD controller, recently validated by (Smallwood & Whitcomb 2004) , has a much simpler structure and acceptable performance for underwater vehicles in position control schemes, it does not deal with the task of contact force control. Notice that the controller exhibits a PD structure plus a nonlinear I-tame control action, with nonlinear time-varying feedback gains, for each orthogonal subspace. It is in fact a decentralized PIDlike, called "Sliding PD" controller, with two inner control loops and two kernels, one for contact point, where generalized velocities arise, and one for the self motion, evolving in the kernel of the observable output. It is indeed surprising that similar control structures can be implemented seemingly for a robot in the surface or below water, with similar stability properties, attaining simultaneous tracking of contact force and posture. Of course, this is possible under a proper mapping of Jacobians, key to implement this controller. Friction at the contact point When friction at the contact point arises, which is expected to submarine tasks wherein the contact object is expected to exhibits a rough surface, with high friction coefficients, a tangential friction model should be added in the right hand side. Particular care must be placed to map the generalized velocities. Since this forces are nonconservative, it is expected, under proper handling of these dissipative forces in the error coordinates system, that stability will be enhanced.
Conclusions
Structural properties of the open-loop dynamics of submarine robots are key to design passivity-based controllers. In this paper, an advanced, yet simple, controller is proposed to achieve simultaneously tracking of time-varying contact force and posture, without any knowledge of the dynamics of the SRA. This is a significant feature of this controller, since in particular for submarine robots the dynamics are very difficult to compute, let alone its parameters. The redundancy is resolved at the kernel of the generalized velocities, such as primary, typically tracking errors, and secondary tasks can be satisfied. A simulation study of a hyper-redundant SRA provides additional insight into the closed-loop dynamic properties for set-point control and tracking case. It is proved that redundancy introduces a level of dexterity previously unexposed for SRA, while achieving critical contact force control.
